
INTRODUCTION

Cross media retrieval is an important part in research

of cross media intelligent computing. It aims to search

semantic related samples from different media instances.

However, most unsupervised methods learn hash

function by keeping the correlation between modals or

within modals, but they have not achieved good

experimental results. In addition, the existing work

mainly focuses on pairwise relation modeling.

In this paper, the cooperative learning of auxiliary

matrix and hash matrix is used to model the whole

relationship, so as to reduce the distance within the same

modals and expand the distance between the different

modals, and finally enhance the crossmodal hash

learning.

First, our method needs to generate the auxiliary

similarity matrix by using the original image and text

features, and then use it to guide the generation hash

coding matrix of the whole training sample, and conduct

collaborative learning with the auxiliary similarity

matrix to ensure the accuracy.

The method in this paper is called “Cross-media Hash

Retrieval using Multi-head Attention Network”

(UMHA), and it has the following main contributions:

Although the current supervised cross-media hashing

method has high performance, its practicability is not

strong. Because there is no semantic label for massive

cross-media data in reality, manual labeling is time-

consuming and laborious, so it needs unsupervised

methods to learn from it. UMHA proposes using the

auxiliary similarity matrix to combine the information of

different modals. The matrix carefully integrates the

original neighborhood relations from different modals,

so it can capture the potential semantic similarity

between instances. Because UMHA is unsupervised, it

can be applied to large-scale retrieval and has useful

practical significance.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, unsupervised cross media hash retrieval

based on multi-head attention network is proposed,

which can be used in large-scale cross media retrieval.

In general, UMHA uses the idea of deep and shallow

parallel to learn the deeper hash matrix encoded by hash

network and the auxiliary similarity matrix constructed

by the relatively shallow image and text feature network,

and learns a lot of semantic information of image and

text, so that UMHA can capture the potential connection

between different modals and within the same modal,

making up for it differences between different modals

and within the same modal. A large number of

experiments have proved the superiority of the method

proposed in this paper, and the effectiveness of each

component has been studied carefully by ablation

experiments.
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Fig. 2. Precision-recall curve on MIRFlickr-25K data set

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the model.


